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The frequency of coral bleaching events has been increasing in recent decades due to

the temperature rise registered in most regions near the ocean. Their occurrence in the

Maldivian Archipelago has been observed in the months following the peak of strong El

Niño events. Bleaching has not been uniform, and some reefs have been only marginally

impacted. Here, we use satellite observations and a regional ocean model to explore

the spatial and temporal variability of sea surface temperatures (SSTs), and quantify

the relative magnitude of ENSO-related episodes with respect to the recent warming.

In line with other studies, it is confirmed that the long-term trend in SST significantly

increases the frequency of stress conditions for the Maldivian corals. It is also found

that the interaction between currents and the steep bathymetry is responsible for a local

cooling of about 0.2◦C in the Archipelago during the warmest season, with respect to the

surrounding waters. This cooling largely reduces the frequency of mortality conditions.

Keywords: coral bleaching, climate change, Maldives, ocean currents, ENSO teleconnections

1. INTRODUCTION

Tropical coral ecosystems are hotspots of biodiversity. Reefs contribute to key ecosystem services
spanning from food and tourism resources to protection against high waves during storms. In
the Maldives, located in the Indian Ocean to the south west of Cape Comorin (India) and
composed of 26 atolls and over 1,100 islands, coral reefs constitute also the primary building
material (Kench, 2011). Whether the ability of coral reefs to provide these essential services will
continue in the future, however, is uncertain. Warming of ocean waters, acidification, overfishing,
pollution, and damage from coastal development constitute local and global threats that jeopardize
the sustainability of reef systems. In the Maldives, the increase in sea surface temperature (SST) is
the most pressing danger (Pisapia et al., 2016, 2019).

Whenever SSTs exceed climatological values by 1 or 2◦C in the warmest season for a sufficiently
long time, reef-building (sclearctinian) corals expel their symbiotic algae, with consequent
bleaching and often mortality. In the Maldives, these prolonged periods can occur in the period
between April and June, usually following peak positive El Niño Southern Oscillation (ENSO)
conditions in the tropical Pacific (Schuhmacher et al., 2005; Zahir et al., 2009; Pisapia et al., 2016;
Ibrahim et al., 2017). The two most recent bleaching events during which coral mortality rates well
above 50% were recorded at most sites occurred in 1998, when little monitoring was in place, and
in 2016, when a more careful assessment was possible (Zahir et al., 2009; Ibrahim et al., 2017).
In the decade following the 1998 bleaching event, most of the Maldivian coral reefs recovered to
pre-1998 levels of coverage, with some changes in composition toward more temperature resilient
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species (Morri et al., 2015). The recovery level was higher
and faster than in other sites in the Indian Ocean. Various
factors may have contributed to this nearly complete recovery,
including elevated biomass of herbivorous fish on the reefs that
are not targeted by the local fishermen (Risk and Sluka, 2000;
McClanahan et al., 2011), large connectivity among sites (Naseer
and Hatcher, 2004), overall pristine conditions of most of the
islands and atolls, with still limited anthropogenic pollution
and eutrophication compared to other regions (Ibrahim et al.,
2017), and the existence of refuges or sites where corals survived
through bleaching events and repopulated the surrounding reefs.
The presence of refuges was clearly observed during the 2016
events, where some reefs, or hope spots, reported bleaching only
to 25% or less of their area, despite much greater (up to 100%)
decline in live coral coverage at other sites (Ibrahim et al., 2017).

In this work, we use satellite and reanalysis products and
a regional ocean model to explore the possibility of physical
drivers contributing to the patchiness in bleaching events, and
therefore to the presence of these hope spots, in the Maldives,
and to evaluate how the predicted warming may modify the
likelihood of coral bleaching in the next few decades. While
recognizing that many factors other than physical may contribute
to the observed differences among sites, and that products from
satellite may not have sufficient resolution to resolve scales small
enough to distinguish clearly between specific sites, we wish to
explore how and where ENSO events, both positive and negative,
may modify the strength and duration of SST anomalies, and
how the ocean circulation influences the distribution of ocean
temperatures in one of the most pristine marine biodiversity
hotspots on the planet.

2. DATA AND METHODS

The SST data set of choice in this work is the Group for High
Resolution Sea Surface Temperature (GHRSST) Level 4 (National
Centers for Environmental Information, 2016), available over the
period 1982–2018 with daily temporal 0.25◦ spatial resolution. It
is based on SST measured from Advanced Very High Resolution
Radiometers (AVHRR) blended with in-situ observations, ships,
and buoys (both drifters and moorings), using the optimal
interpolation (OI) method (Reynolds et al., 2007). We performed
a more detailed analysis of the years 2013 and 2016 using a
version of GHRSST at higher spatial resolution (0.054◦), available
from April 2006 (UK Met Office, 2005). This last version uses
satellite data from multiple sensors in addition to AVHRR,
including the Advanced Along Track Scanning Radiometer
(AATSR), the Spinning Enhanced Visible and Infrared Imager
(SEVIRI), the Advanced Microwave Scanning Radiometer-
EOS (AMSRE), and the Tropical Rainfall Measuring Mission
Microwave Imager (TMI).

To better understand the patterns of SST revealed by our
analysis, we conducted a numerical investigation using CROCO
(Coastal and Regional Ocean COmmunity) model, a publicly
available oceanic modeling system built upon ROMS (Regional
Ocean Modeling System) in its Agrif version (Auclair et al.,
2018). We performed a simulation covering a neutral ENSO

year (2013) at 5 km horizontal resolution and using 60 vertical
sigma levels. The model domain covered the region from 67
to 79◦E in longitude and from −11.6◦S to 16◦N in latitude.
Temperature, salinity, and velocity fields from SODA3 (Carton
et al., 2018) were used at the open ocean boundaries, while 3-
hourly ERA5 (Copernicus Climate Change Service C3S, 2017)
heat, momentum, and freshwater (precipitation–evaporation)
fluxes forced the circulation at the surface. A spin-up under
climatological forcing and boundary conditions was performed
to ensure a statistically steady state in CROCO before proceeding
with the 2013 simulation.

The analysis has been performed on two domains in the
Indian Ocean; one covers the Maldivian Archipelago and the
surrounding ocean, from 70.5 to 75.5◦E in longitude and from
3.3◦S to 9.5◦N in latitude, while the second is restricted to the
atolls, from 72.5 to 74◦E in longitude and from 0.5◦S to 7.5◦N
in latitude.

If given enough time (order of years or longer), corals can
acclimatize and adapt to slightly different conditions (Maynard
et al., 2008; Guest et al., 2012; Penin et al., 2013). This implies
that coral bleaching does not happen at a fixed temperature at
all times or locations. The local temperature threshold to define
a potential stress for corals is typically based on the maximum
monthly mean (MMM) temperature. The US National Oceanic
and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) defines as HotSpots
(HS) the daily temperature anomalies above MMM temperature.
Corals are considered to be thermally stressed at temperatures
1◦C ormore aboveMMM temperature, i.e., HS≥1◦C (Glynn and
D’Croz, 1990; Lough, 2011; Chaudhury et al., 2019).

The extent of bleaching depends not only on the temperature
maxima but also on the temporal persistence of the thermal
stress (Lesser, 2011). To account for both the magnitude and the
duration of the stress, the metric “degree heating period” (DHP)
is introduced. It is computed at any given time by integrating HS
of 1◦C or greater over the preceding 12 weeks:

DHP(t) =

∫ t

t−84days
HS(t′)H(HS(t′)− 1oC) dt′,

where H is the Heaviside function. Operationally, the integral
operator is replaced by a summation, as temperature is typically
available as a discrete time series: for daily temperatures, for
instance, defining δt =1 day the DHP becomes

DHP(ti) = 6
i
i−83HS(ti)H(HS(ti)− 1oC)δt.

Depending on the units used to express it and the HS stress
threshold used, this metric appears in the literature as Degree
Heating Days (expressed in ◦C day) (Maynard et al., 2008) or
Degree Heating Weeks (expressed in ◦C-week) (Liu et al., 2014).

Values of DHP above 4 and 8◦C-week are representative
of bleaching and mortality conditions, respectively (Liu et al.,
2005). The use of a threshold based metric has been criticized
(McClanahan et al., 2019), but remains widely implemented and
provides useful information (e.g., Liu et al., 2014; Hughes et al.,
2017; Ibrahim et al., 2017; Kayanne, 2017; Lough et al., 2018).
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Considering that bleaching in the Maldives occurs during
strong El Niño years, the analysis is performed by taking into
account the ENSO cycle. For this purpose, we use the Oceanic
Niño Index (ONI). The ONI tracks the running 3-months
average SST in the Niño3.4 region, located in the tropical Pacific
between 120–170◦E and 5◦S to 5◦N. Considering that the onset
of El Niño is typically at the end of the year, and that its warming
impact on the Indian Ocean temperatures peaks in April–May
(Schott and McCreary, 2001), we define ENSO years as the
12 months from October to September. ENSO+(−) years are
those with five consecutive 3 months running means with a
temperature anomaly higher that 0.5◦C (lower than -0.5◦). The
studied years, between 1982 and 2018, have been divided into
ENSO+ (El-Niño), ENSO− (La-Niña), and neutral years (see
Supplementary Table 1).

3. RESULTS

3.1. Interannual Variability of Coral
Bleaching Conditions
The amplitude of the climatological seasonal cycle of SST in
the study region is <2◦C (see Supplementary Figure 1), and
the surface MMM temperature is in April. From the onset of
the summer monsoon, at the end of May, the extensive cloud
cover reduces the solar radiation that reaches the ocean surface
inducing a SST reduction in the region (Roy et al., 2014; Dey et al.,
2015). The spatial structure of the surface MMM temperature is
shown in Figure 1A, with values locally varying between 29.5◦C
in the south and 30◦C in the north of the domain. Coral bleaching
occurred, so far, in the warmest season, from March to May, and
in association with strong El Niño events (Wilkinson, 2008; Zahir
et al., 2009; Chatterjee et al., 2012; Ibrahim et al., 2017). The
maximum daily SST has a strong correlation with the peak of the
annual ONI value that, in the considered period, always occurs in
the preceding winter, with local correlation coefficients varying
between 0.45 in the equatorial region to 0.84 in the northern
latitudes (Supplementary Figure 2)1.

Figure 1B shows the linear regression of the maximum daily
SST during the March–May period onto the maximum ONI
index. During years with peak ONI values of 1◦C, the local
difference between March–May peak daily surface temperature
and its mean value varies from 0.2◦C near the equator to
0.5◦C on the northeastern corner of the domain. Three relative
minima are present over the Archipelago, with ENSO-related
temperature variability smaller near the atolls and in the shallow
inner sea, and larger over the deep passes among the islands
(see Supplementary Figure 3). In the surfaceMMM temperature
map and in the ENSO-SST regression map, waters around
the Maldivian archipelago are characterized by climatological
temperatures and ENSO impacts somewhat smaller compared to
the surrounding areas. These maps suggest a role for the physical

1We verified that the influence of the Indian Ocean Zonal Mode or Dipole, the
other major mode of climate variability in this region (Edwards et al., 2001;
Saji, 2018), on the SST is negligible in April–May: it interests only the coolest
season of the year, from September to November, and is therefore unrelated to
bleaching events.

circulation at the atolls in controlling the temperature anomalies
that will be discussed later on.

The patchiness in Figure 1B is further highlighted in
Figure 1C that shows the warming patterns following the 2016
El-Niño in April and May. The warming caused by the 2016
event was more intense in April and less so in May, while in
1998 the opposite was verified (see Supplementary Figure 7).
Interestingly the 2016 satellite data hint to the possibility of
hope spots in the Faafu, South Ari, and Baa atolls (Figure 1D)
where indeed 7 of the 8 reefs with high potential of surviving
the bleaching event were sampled (Ibrahim et al., 2017). The
southern atolls, Gaafu especially, show conditions that are similar
or even more promising. Unfortunately, the scarcity of surveys in
these atolls precludes the possibility of an adequate assessment of
the local reefs conditions (Ibrahim et al., 2017).

Focusing on the interannual variability of the upper ocean
conditions, we compute probability density functions (PDFs)
of April and May temperatures over the whole study area
and over the box covering only the atolls, separately for
ENSO+, ENSO−, and ENSO neutral years. The PDFs (Figure 2)
indicate that the largest differences between the three clusters
of years are in the warm tail of the distributions. During
ENSO− (La Niña) years, the probability of occurrence of
low temperatures (T < 29◦C) is nearly unchanged compared
to neutral years, while chances of high temperatures (T >

30◦C) are suppressed (Figure 2A). During ENSO+ (El Niño)
years, the whole distribution is wider and is significantly
displaced to higher temperatures. This asymmetric behavior
(i.e., El Niño—La Niña differences being relatively small at
low temperatures and large at high temperatures) can be
explained by the fact that over this domain, there is an anti-
correlation between the depth of the mixed layer and the SST,
with colder (warmer) surface waters being associated with a
deeper (shallower) mixed layer (see Supplementary Figure 4).
The mixed layer in the warmest months (April–May) is shallower
during ENSO+ years than in the 1980–2016 climatology
(see Supplementary Figure 5A). This difference results in part
from a strengthening of the heat fluxes into the Ocean
(Supplementary Figure 5B), and also from the weakening of
the winds over the Maldives (Supplementary Figure 5C) during
ENSO+ years. An anomalous air–sea heat flux that warms the
ocean in an El Niño year, when surface temperatures tend to be
higher and the mixed layer shallower than climatological values
(see Supplementary Figure 5A), is distributed over a thinner
layer and generates a larger temperature increase. On the other
hand, anomalous air–sea fluxes leading to ocean cooling are
distributed, during any year, over a deepermixed layer generating
a smaller temperature decrease (see Supplementary Figure 6).
The PDFs (Figure 2) further highlight that the impact of ENSO+
events is reduced near the islands, with a lower probability of
reaching 32◦C around the atolls with respect to the open ocean.

To further quantify the thermal stress on corals linked to
ENSO episodes, we compute the average number of days per
year with local HS value larger than 1◦C. Results, computed
for ENSO+, ENSO−, and neutral years and then spatially
normalized, are shown in Table 1. For instance, the value of 1.0
± 0.3 found in GHRSST for ENSO neutral conditions indicates
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FIGURE 1 | (A) Map of maximum monthly mean surface temperature averaged over the period 1982–2018; (B) linear regression coefficient of April–May maximum

daily surface temperatures on maximum annual Oceanic Niño Index (ONI) for the 1982–2018 interval; (C) mean April–May sea surface temperature (SST) in 2016

following the 2015 El-Niño. Group for High Resolution Sea Surface Temperature (GHRSST) data have been used at 25 km resolution for (A,B) and at 5 km

resolution—the same used later in the model run—for (C). (D) Map of the Maldives Archipelago.
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that on average each pixel within the domain experiences thermal
stress for 1.0 ± 0.3 days per year. During El Niño years, this
value increases to 5.1± 1.6 days/year, while during La Niña years
it decreases to 0.25 ± 0.06 days/year. No significant differences
are found between the whole domain and the small box, despite
the warm tail of ENSO+ distribution being lower over the atolls
(Figure 2A).

Considering that an isolated occurrence of a daily HS > 1◦C
is typically well borne by corals, while it can lead to bleaching
if significant thermal stress occurred over the preceding weeks,
we focus on the simultaneous occurrence of large values of DHP
and HS > 1◦C. The PDFs of DHP conditioned on HS > 1◦C
are shown in Figure 2B. Both bleaching threshold (DHP = 4◦C-
week) and mortality threshold (DHP = 8◦C-week) have been
reached in at least 1 El Nino year during the analyzed period
of 1982–2018, while these values never occurred during non-El
Niño years (see also Table 1).

Mortality conditions, corresponding to the extreme DHP
values from 8 to 10 in Figure 2B, are less frequent over the small
box comprising only the Archipelago. During ENSO+ years, the
chances of reaching mortality conditions drops by 84% in the
small box compared to that in the whole domain.

The analysis of the patterns of SSTa during two strong recent
El Niño events (see Supplementary Figure 7) indicates that the
warming temperature trend (see Supplementary Figure 8) may
be already impacting the Maldives coral reefs. At face value, the
2016 anomalies were as strong as in 1998, and indeed the two
bleaching events were of comparable severity (Eakin et al., 2019;
Pisapia et al., 2019). However, if the anomalies are computed after
removing the multidecadal linear SST trend of 0.012◦C/year,

which is the lower bound estimate from the 1982–2018 period,
then they are significantly larger in 1998 around the Maldivian
archipelago (see Supplementary Figures 7C,D). This suggests
that the mortality of spring 2016 was exacerbated by the
basin-wide, global ocean warming. Based on this analysis, it
might be expected that coral bleaching, historically present only
following strong ENSO+ events, could occur more regularly.
This statement does not account for coral adaptation and
assumes that the threshold temperature conducive to thermal
stress remains fixed.

3.2. Physical Control of Spatial
Temperature Patterns
As mentioned earlier, the MMM temperature in Figure 1A has
a latitudinal dependence with lower values south of the equator,

TABLE 1 | Number of days per year with HS > 1◦C (left column) and with

simultaneous DHP > 4◦C-weeks and HS > 1◦C (right column) from GHRSST

data set.

HS > 1◦C DHP > 4◦C-weeks

|HS > 1◦C

AM ± MSE HM AM ± MSE HM

Neutral 0.97 ± 0.31 0.3 0 0

ENSO+ 5.1 ± 1.6 3 1.2 ± 0.5 0.8

ENSO– 0.25 ± 0.06 0.1 0 0

Arithmetic mean (AM)±mean standard error (MSE) and harmonic mean (HM) are shown,

separately for neutral years, ENSO+ and ENSO− years.

FIGURE 2 | Sea surface temperature distributions for the month of April from Group for High Resolution Sea Surface Temperature (GHRSST) (A). Distribution of the

degree heating period conditioned to days with HS (Hot Spots) temperature more than 1◦C in the satellite data (B).
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and larger values at the northern atolls. On top of this latitudinal
structure, there is a clear minimum near the Maldives, where
the temperature is lower than in the surrounding areas by about
0.2◦Cduring the warmestmonths. This pattern is reflected also in
the regressions with the ONI index and in the PDFs (Figures 1B,
2). The reduced temperatures over the Maldives are visible in all
the analyzed years. Figure 3A, for example, shows the April–May
mean SST anomaly with respect to its zonal (longitudinal) mean
in 2013, a neutral year with respect to ENSO. The atmospheric
heat fluxes do not display any cooling over the Maldives (not
shown), and this suggests that the cooling has an oceanic origin.

To better understand the dynamical processes involved, we
simulated the ocean circulation in and around the Archipelago,
focusing on year 2013, using CROCO. Results are shown in
Figures 3B,C.

Mixing enhancement around the islands is present year-
round, with varying intensity and geographic distribution
depending on the strength and direction of the currents.
Averaged over the whole archipelago, the thermal signal of
upper-ocean mixing is greatest in March–May as seen in the
SSTs (see Supplementary Figure 9). In these months, the mixed-
later depth is shallowest (see Supplementary Figure 10), and the
impact of mixing from below is easily detected at the surface.

4. DISCUSSION

Before the 1980s, bleaching events were registered in the
Maldives only on local scales (Hughes et al., 2018). Since
then, however, the anthropic pressure on coral reefs has
been increasing (Hughes et al., 2003; Anthony et al., 2008;
Brierley and Kingsford, 2009; Brown and Cossins, 2011;
Dove et al., 2013). In particular, the SST warming following
the two strongest El Niño episodes of the past 3 decades
caused widespread bleaching in April and May of 1998
and 2016.

After the 1998 bleaching episode, coral recovery was faster
than in other regions of the Pacific ocean, and in 2016
several hope spots were found, in which bleaching affected
25% or less of the colonies. Both observations point to the
existence of patchy impacts that cannot be easily explained
in terms of biological drivers alone. Most of the atolls are
indeed in pristine conditions relative to many others at similar
latitudes (Ibrahim et al., 2017) and are not subject to an
overwhelming pressure from stressors common to tropical
coral assemblages, such as overfishing, coastal development, or
pollution. Exceptions to this statement were observed in the
years prior to 2016 limited to the Central Maldives, where
some reefs were found moderately affected by outbreaks of
crown-of-thorns starfish and sediment inputs (Pisapia et al.,
2016).

El-Niño-related increase in temperature is the most important
global factor that leads to mass bleachings. How much a single
reef is impacted by this world-wide event strictly depends
on regional biological and physical processes. Environmental
and background climate conditions influence the temperature

at which a bleaching event can occur (Carilli et al., 2012).
The diverse response of corals to a strong El-Niño event
remains an active research area. Both local radiative budgets,
temperature differences and each species resilience and recovery
abilities, as well as the frequency of heat waves in the
considered area, should be considered. For example, it has
been seen that corals have an increased ability to resist
and recover after a severe thermal stress event in ocean
regions characterized by high-frequency variability and large
temperature swings (Thompson and van Woesik, 2009; Carilli
et al., 2012). On the other hand, reefs subjected to anthropogenic
stressors, such as overfishing and pollution tend to have
reduced recovery abilities (Wooldridge, 2009; Richmond et al.,
2018).

In this work, we explored the possibility that physical drivers
may partially justify the observed patchiness. We found that
indeed the warm SST patterns recorded in 1998 and 2016
did not have the same structure, and that the one recorded
in 2016 may explain why some atolls were spared in part.
Through this analysis, we also noticed that the ocean immediately
surrounding the islands is characterized by temperatures on
average lower than its open counterpart by about 0.2◦C in the
spring season, when bleaching occurs. These cool anomalies—
with reference to the latitudinal mean—persist also during El
Niño, potentially limiting its catastrophic impact on the reefs:
they likely contribute to the existence of hope spots and reduce the
maximum values of temperatures at which the corals are exposed
during bleaching events.

Using a regional ocean model, CROCO, we found that these
patches emerge due to the mixing associated with the strong
shear around the bathymetry of the islands. The currents near
the ocean surface have to slow down when intersecting the steep
sea floor. The shear that is consequently generated enhances
the vertical mixing, bringing colder water from below into the
mixed layer. If the mixed layer is sufficiently shallow, the colder
water can imprint the ocean surface and lead to local cooling.
If the mixed layer is deeper than about 30 m, and the winds
are strong enough to sustain it, then the signal is not detectable
near the surface, and the impact of the mixing from below
on the SST is negligible. The first situation is representative of
the period from February to May, and the second of the rest
of the year (see Figures 3D,E for a schematic representation).
The stronger the zonal (latitudinal) component of the near
surface currents, the stronger is the shear and therefore the
vertical mixing.

The model resolution implemented, 5 km in the
horizontal, is not sufficient to delve into the strength and
local distribution of this mechanism across and within the
atolls. In a future work, we will investigate the pattern and
impact of this cooling signal in detail by improving CROCO
resolving power.

So far the coral reefs of the Maldives have been spared by
complete bleaching despite the strong, positive temperature trend
in the Indian Ocean. Their recovery has also been quicker relative
to that of other places. The pristine conditions of most of the
islands and their proximity have likely contributed. Here, we have
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FIGURE 3 | Sea surface temperature (SST) anomalies with respect to the zonally averaged monthly mean temperature in April and May 2013, from (A) Group for High

Resolution Sea Surface Temperature (GHRSST) and (B) Coastal and Regional Ocean COmmunity (CROCO) simulation. (C) Annual mean of the minimum of the

Richardson number between 20 and 50 m, an indicator of mixing at the base of the mixed layer, from CROCO simulation. Lower panels present a schematic

representation of the effects of mixing in the upper ocean for two mixed layer depths: (D) When the mixed layer is deeper, the cooling from below is distributed over a

greater volume of water, and the resulting decrease in temperature has a lower magnitude than in case (E), when the mixed layer is shallower and the volume of water

involved in the process is smaller, resulting in a stronger surface temperature reduction.
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shown that the specific current-mixed layer depth conditions
and their interactions with the bathymetry could have also
played a role.
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